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Read the selection and answer each question.
 
Rat-a-Tat Copycat 
by Eileen Spinelli 
 
(1)"I painted ponies on my mat." 
"So did I," says copycat. 
"I named my goldfish Nick and Pat." 
"So did I," says copycat. 
 
(5)"I bought a book about a bat." 
"So, did I," says copycat. 
"I can stomp this puddle." 
Splat! Splat! Splat! Splat! goes copycat. 
"I'm a drummer." Rat-a-tat. 
 
(10)Rat-a-tat drums copycat. 
"I walk tiptoe." Pit-a-pat. 
Pit-a-pat walks copycat. 
"I can squash these boxes flat." 
"So, can I," says copycat. 
 
(15)"I tumble like an acrobat." "
I do, too," says copycat. 
"I'm going to the laundromat." 
"So am I," says copycat. 
"Stop! I'm me! You're you! That's that!" 
 
(20)"I guess that's true," sighs copycat. 
"I'm putting feathers on my hat." 
"I'm putting... pickles!" says no-more copycat. 
 
Reprinted with permission from Highlights for Children, Inc. Adapted from:
Highlights, Vol. 58, Number 9, Issue No. 623 (Sep. 2003)

1  
What is the main message of the poem? 

A Copying others is too much work.

B  
It is better to be someone else. 

C  
Copying others is a fun game. 

D  
It is better to be yourself. 
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2  
Which word best describes the speaker of the poem? 

F Irritated

G Funny

H Brave

J Caring

3  
Why is line 19 important in this poem? 

A The two characters are both happy.

B The setting is described.

C The theme of the poem is stated.

D The speaker of the poem solves his problem.

4 What poetry element does the author use?

F Rhyme

G Rhythm

H Stanzas

J All of the above
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Read the selection and answer each question.

 
How to Make an Orange Freeze 
Drinking an Orange Freeze is a great way to cool off. It's very easy to make
and tastes great! 
 
You Will Need:
• Orange drink 
• Orange sherbet 
• A glass 
• A spoon 
 
Steps: 
1. Pour the orange drink into a glass. Only fill half of the glass. 
 
2. Open up the orange sherbet. 
 
3. Drop scoops of the sherbet into the glass. Leave about an inch of room from
the top of the glass. 
 
4. Use the spoon to stir the sherbet. Stir fast so that it melts. When it is all
melted, your Orange Freeze is ready. 
 
Rules for the Kitchen: 
- Always ask an adult to help. 
 
- Wash your hands before you touch anything. 
 
- Make sure you have all the things you need before you start. 
 
- Always clean up when you finish. 

5 The headings help you read the selection by-

A Showing you what to do after you make an Orange Freeze.

B Showing you how to keep organized.

C Showing you how easy it is to make an Orange Freeze.

D Showing you where to find information.
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6  
By reading paragraph 1, the reader can tell that this passage is going to be
about-

F How to make a tasty treat.

G  
How to make an art project. 

H Information on the weather

J  Information on when to pick oranges from a tree

7 The author’s purpose for using sequential order in paragraph 3 was to-

A Persuade the reader to make this treat for their parents

B Explain how to dye snow the color orange

C Explain how to make an orange freeze

D  
Inform the reader of the ingredients used in the recipe
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Read the selection and answer each question.

Topsy-Turvy

 
Clouds float at my feet.
A bird bites my toes.
There is dirt in my hair
and an ant up my nose.
 
The flowers are hanging.
The grass seems to fly.
The trees are like brooms
that are sweeping the sky.
 
My legs stand on nothing.
My arms stick in place.
My hair’s just gone silly
but it’s not in my face.
 
The world’s topsy-turvy.
Things are all flipped around.
But really it’s me
who is turned upside down!
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8 Read lines 7–8 of the poem.
 
The trees are like brooms
that are sweeping the sky.

What do these lines tell readers?

F what the trees smell like

G what the trees sound like

H what the trees look like

J  
what the trees feel like

9 What visual element of poetry does the author use in the poem?

A stanzas

B rhythm

C special type

D repeated lines

10 Write one sentence about how the poem makes you feel and why.
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